
NASA continues to seek out innovation that provides unique solutions to difficult problems. NASA iTech was created 

to not only identify breakthrough technologies that address pressing issues here on Earth, but ones that also hold 

great promise in overcoming critical space-exploration challenges. All ingenuity is welcome, whether generated by 

business, academia and government organizations, or by any others who wish to make their leading-edge products 

and processes known to NASA leadership and agency partners in the private and public sectors. 

 

Liberty BioSecurity 
Genomic Shielding from Space Radiation 

 

Among the most significant hazards confronting space explorers is ionizing radiation that wreaks 

havoc on human cells and tissues. Although Earth’s atmosphere protects terrestrial life from a 

comprehensive array of charged particles traveling at or near the speed of light, an airless 

vacuum offers no such buffer. 

 

Unhindered, such radiation – including the remnants of solar flares, assorted electromagnetic 

waves, and high-energy gamma rays – breaks apart the strands that stitch together DNA. Cells 

may attempt to mitigate the damage, but often do not entirely succeed. The damage can cause 

permanent physiological harm in the form of cancer, heart impairment, degraded brain function, 

and a host of other, sometimes fatal maladies.  

 

Liberty BioSecurity has devised compounds that enable the 

human body to resist damage and, where necessary, effect 

repair. The company’s formulation – oxidized nicotinamide 

adenine dinucleotide, or NAD+, a co-enzyme essential for all 

animal life on Earth – is at the heart of an effort to optimize 

astronaut health at a basic cellular level.  

 

Restoring Vitality 

The level of NAD+ in the human body naturally 

decreases with age. On average it plateaus in the early to 

mid-30s. By altering certain molecular bonds, the Liberty 

compound boosts NAD+ quantities. Research in animals 

suggest that NAD+ could improve stress and disease 

resistance while enhancing the body’s ability to renew 

and repair. 

 

Based on preliminary research in mice, scientists 

hypothesize that use of the compound could prove 

advantageous for long-duration space missions. For 

example, astronauts who spend three months onboard 

the International Space Station are often subjected to 

more than three times the annual maximum recommended dosage of radiation for one year. 

DNA-damaging space radiation comprised of 

protons and all the elements on the periodic table 

enters an unprotected human body at energies 

approaching the speed of light. 

 



Longer stays, either in transit to, or extended exploration of, other planetary bodies would lead to 

even higher levels of exposure. 

 

NAD+ “shielding of the genome” could be another major advantage since it could significantly 

reduce spacecraft weight by decreasing the need for heavy structural protections. Substantial 

weight savings translate into substantial cost savings, especially for long-duration missions. 

 

Mitigating Additional Threats 

With a potential space-radiation solution identified, 

the Liberty team has recently turned its attention to a 

second critical biological problem of extended 

human space missions: how to mitigate the threat 

from microbial species that demonstrate increased 

infectious potential and toxicity when exposed to 

space-vehicle environments. 

 

The challenge is to neutralize these virulent species 

without using chemicals, antibiotics, acids and 

solvents. A fundamental difficulty is pinpointing 

ways and means to destroy the biofilms that envelop 

and protect pathogens in ways that won’t affect 

sensitive equipment or taint spacecraft surfaces. On-

planet habitations would also be at risk. To protect 

Mars-dwelling humans living in hermetically sealed 

environments, infectious agents must be tightly 

controlled and entirely contained. 

 

By 2017, Liberty, working in concert with NASA, had optimized a biological engineering plan 

that could be implemented at the ISS and on Earth-based testbeds. The goal is to make anti-toxic, 

organically based substances that are safe for astronauts to apply on their bodies and to food 

supplies. 

 

Founded in 2014, Liberty BioSecurity is a privately held entity, is a founding member of the 

EdenRoc Sciences family of companies, and is headquartered in Arlington, Virginia 

 
More information available: Liberty BioSecurity, NASA and Space Radiation is Risky Business for the Human Body 

A solar coronal mass ejection, or CME, is 

sometimes followed by a wave of high-energy 

particles that can harm both astronauts and space-

borne electronics. 

https://www.libertybiosecurity.com/news/shielding-the-human-genome-mitigating-the-threat-of-space-radiation
https://www.nasa.gov/feature/space-radiation-is-risky-business-for-the-human-body
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=uujpLFMCp-A

